
Celebrity  Baby  News:  Rachel
McAdams Is Pregnant With Her
First Child

By Jessica Gomez

Multiple  sources  say  that  Rachel  McAdams  is  pregnant,
according to EOnline.com. The alleged mother-to be has not
said a word on it and neither have any of her representatives.
McAdams has always been pretty private about her life. The
last time she was photographed was in Toronto where she was
wearing a jacket that could have been hiding her celebrity
baby bump. She’s also been keeping a low profile in the last
few months. We don’t know much as of yet, but let’s hope we
soon will!
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This  celebrity  baby  news  hasn’t
been confirmed by McAdams herself,
but we’re happy for her! What are
some reasons to keep your pregnancy
under wraps?

Cupid’s Advice:

Whether to announce your pregnancy or not is the mother-to
be’s choice. Cupid has some reasons why you may not want to
break the news just yet:

1. To avoid stress: Pregnancy is a sensitive time when your
health and the one of your baby depends on you taking it easy.
If we feel like outside factors can cause us stress during a
critical time, then as mothers-to be we must cut out those
things. Sometimes people can become over bearing when it comes
to receiving baby news — so if you’re around those kind of
people, then momentarily hiding your pregnancy is an option.
Do what’s best for you and your bundle of joy.

Related Link: Jordin Sparks Celebrates Baby Shower

2. Judgy peers: Whether these peers are at school or work, or
are your neighbors, friends, or fam, sometimes they’re just
not the easiest people to deal with. At times, we may be
surrounded by people who judge and/or gossip, and that can
lead to you wanting to keep your pregnancy low-key. During
pregnancy, drama should be avoided, so there’s no shame in
doing  what  you  have  to  do.  Do  what  you  have  to  do  for
yourself, forget about others. You and your baby are most
important.

Related Link: Kylie Jenner Plans to Keep Motherhood Journey
with Stormi Private for Now
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3. You don’t want to jinx it: Some of us are superstitious and
believe in the ability to jinx things. This may not be logical
to everyone, but if it’s logical to the mother-to be, then
that’s enough. It’s your body and your baby. Sometimes certain
people find reassurance and comfort in not telling people
right away due to fear of something wrong, like a miscarriage
for example. At the end of the day, as long as the baby news
is delivered later rather than never, it should be fine.

Have stories on reasons for hiding a pregnancy? Share with us
below!

Beauty  Tips:  Celebrity  Hair
Trends  to  Brighten  Up  for
Spring
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By Karley Kemble

After enduring the brutally cold winter temperatures, you’re
probably super ready for the sunshine and warm weather. It’s
time to put away your warm clothes for the season, get out the
lighter colors, and update your look. Do a bit of spring
cleaning and refresh your hairstyle! If you’re ready for a big
change in your hair game, look no further. Cupid has the scoop
on  the  hottest  celebrity  hair  trends  this  spring.  You’ll
surely turn heads with your new ‘do!

These  beauty  tips  and  celebrity
hair trends are huge game changers!

1. Blunt bangs: Bangs may seem like a somewhat risky decision.
but when done right, they look absolutely amazing! The key is
to make sure they go cohesively with your overall hairstyle.
Look to Rose Byrne or Taylor Swift for some bang-speration!
Blunt bangs go really well with a symmetrical bob. If that is
too dramatic for your taste, try some light, feathered bangs
with your choppy layers.
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Related Link: Get a Knockout Look with This One-Two Punch in
Hairstyles

2. Scrunchies: One of the most beloved trends from the ’90s is
making its way back into 2017! Scrunchies are a fun way to
dress up ponytails and top knots, or can even be used for a
more stylish look at the gym! These plush hair ties were seen
on many different springtime runway shows, and Selena Gomez is
a big fan of this oldie-but-goodie, too.

Related Link: Beauty Trend: The Ultimate Guide to Eyelash
Extensions

3. Changing up your part: Sometimes, a major hair update is as
easy as parting your hair a different way. If you always part
your hair to one side, try the other side or even a center
part! The best thing about parting your hair is that there’s
no commitment. If you don’t like it, you can easily change it
back.  If  you  need  some  celebrity  inspiration,  Rihanna  or
Kendall Jenner are always changing up their ‘dos.

Related  Link:  Beauty  Advice:  The  5  Best  Beauty  Tips  from
Celebrities

4.  Lightening  your  color:  A  popular  thing  to  do  in  the
springtime is to change your hair color! Whether you’d like to
go big and dye your whole head, or start small with some
tasteful highlights, the options are endless. Celebrities who
have really mastered changing their hair color along with the
seasons are Rachel McAdams and Emma Stone!

5. Luscious layers: Layers are always a winning option and
will liven up hair that has become dull to the chilly weather.
Layered hairstyles are extremely versatile and are extremely
easy to customize for your own face shape. Take notes from
Lindsay  Lohan  if  you’re  looking  for  a  celebrity  that  has
really rocked the layered look over the years!

What hairstyle will you be rocking this spring? Leave us a
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comment below!

Celebrity  Couple  Rachel
McAdams & Jamie Linden Go on
Cute Shopping Date

By Mallory McDonald

Date night doesn’t always have to involve a fancy dinner or
heading  out  to  catch  a  movie.  In  recent  celebrity  news,
Hollywood couple Rachel McAdams and Jamie Linden use a trip to
Home Goods as a fun and cute way to spend time together.
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According to UsMagazine.com, the pair shared a lunch with
Adams’ little sister and her husband, and then took on the
store  for  some  new  plush  pillows.  A  witness  said,  “The
boyfriend and her were not holding hands or kissing, but they
seem so into each other.”

The  celebrity  couple  who  shops
together, stays together! What are
some productive cute dates to go on
with your partner?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Being creative with new ways to spend time with your partner
is not always the easiest task. That is why Cupid has the
perfect  date  ideas  to  spice  up  your  relationship  and  get
things done:

1. Food shopping: Food shopping can be the most daunting task
of the week, but it doesn’t have to be! Use this time to spend
with your significant other by trying to find new recipes to
make for the week.

Related Link: Date Idea: Go Camping Or Glamping

2. Doctors appointments: It can be hard to block out time in
your schedule to spend with your partner. Something you always
have to make time for is going to doctor appointments. Plan
for both you and your partner’s appointments to be on the same
day so you can use the time before and afterward together.

Related  Link:  Zooey  Deschanel  Splits  From  Boyfriend  Jaime
Linden

3. Go to the gym: Staying in shape is not always the most fun
way to spend your time. However, you can use this as an
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opportunity to work together with your partner toward a common
goal. After the workout, you can both stop for a delicious
smoothie and bask in your mutual endorphins!

What ways do you use dates to be productive? Comment below! 

Celebrity Videos: 5 Steamiest
Movie Kisses

By Katie Gray

One of the best parts about romantic comedies is that moment
when the main characters finally have their big first kiss.
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The entire plot in these movies usually builds up to that one
big moment. The stars align, we hear the appropriate music
playing in the background, and it’s as if we can see birds
flying  around  the  couples’  heads.  Some  of  our  favorite
celebrity couples star in these movies! We love watching these
celebrity relationships on the silver screen in the form of
celebrity videos.

Cupid  has  compiled  the  five  best
steamy movie kisses:

1. Titanic: “I’ll never let go!” Arguably one of the most
romantic films of all time is Titanic. The 1997 James Cameron
film starred Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet. To this day,
it remains a classic! There are a few kisses in a few scenes
of this movie that earn it a spot on our top kiss list.

2. Spiderman: This will go down as one of the most epic kisses
of  all  time!  The  famous  Spiderman  kiss  is  iconic.  Tobey
Maguire and Kirsten Dunst starred in the 2002 flick, and it is
definitely one of the best steamy movie kisses. This comic
book classic is one for the books.

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples We Want To Reunite

3. Juno: Juno is a cute movie and is cleverly written. In
fact, Diablo Cody won the Academy Award for ‘Best Screenplay’
for it! Juno and Paulie Bleeker finally tell each other how
they feel about one another, and kiss, toward the end of the
film. The scene is also made comedic, as their friend looks on
at cheer practice. They are young, fresh and genuine. The
sincerity of this couple earns them a spot on our list.

4. Walk The Line: The love story of Johnny Cash and June
Carter is truly inspiring! Watching the biopic, Walk The Line,
is beautiful, too. Joaquin Phoenix and Reese Witherspoon star
in the film, and at the end they share a steamy kiss on stage.
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It’s definitely one of the steamiest movie kisses of all time.
“Because you’re mine, I walk the line” is right! The role even
earned Witherspoon an Oscar for “Best Actress” and Phoenix and
Witherspoon both won Golden Globes for their portrayals as
well. This true love story gives us all hope. Johnny Cash was
once asked about his idea of paradise and he replied, “This
morning, with her, having coffee.” Perfection!

Related  Link:  Bigger  Is  Better:  Top  6  Celebrity  Couple
Engagement Rings

5. The Notebook: Is there anyone on this plant who hasn’t seen
The Notebook? Author, Nicholas Sparks, outdid himself with
this one when he wrote the book the movie is based upon. The
film became an instant romantic classic, just as the novel was
a #1 New York Times Bestseller. The movie starred Ryan Gosling
and Rachel McAdams, and there are a couple of steamy kisses in
the film that top our list! “If you’re a bird, I’m a bird.”

What are your favorite movie kisses? Tell us in your comments
below!

Most  Dateable  &  Un-Dateable
Hollywood Celebrities
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By Katie Gray

Some of our favorite celebrity couples have their celebrity
relationship out in the open, while others keep them more
private. There are many celebrities who keep their personal
lives private when it comes to dating, but often they will
discuss their dating status, their interest or lack thereof in
marriage, celebrity weddings or celebrity engagements. Whether
they are ready for a committed relationship or are content
being  an  eligible  bachelor(ette),  all  that  matters  is  if
they’re happy!

Cupid has listed the most dateable
and  un-dateable  Hollywood
celebrities right now:

Dateable:

1. Margot Robbie: What’s not to love about this attractive
Aussie actress? Margot Robbie is best known for her breakout
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role in The Wolf of Wall Street, where she played ‘The Duchess
of  Bay  Ridge,’  opposite  Hollywood  heartthrob  Leonardo
DiCaprio. She has stated that she is looking for a “rugged
boyfriend.” She definitely will find what she’s looking for!

2. Rachel McAdams: This actress has been stealing the show
with her hit films like The Notebook, Mean Girls, Midnight in
Paris  and  Sherlock  Holmes.  She’s  had  a  few  publicized
celebrity relationships like with Ryan Gosling, who she co-
starred alongside in the classic love story The Notebook.
She’s the type of girl you can take home to meet your family,
is  hard-working  and  balances  her  media  and  private  lives
perfectly.

Related  Link:  Bigger  Is  Better:  Top  6  Celebrity  Couple
Engagement Rings

3. Chace Crawford: This hunk is best known for his role as
Nate Archibald on the hit series Gossip Girl. He hasn’t been
in a publicized or confirmed relationship in quite some time.
Many sources feel as though he’s ready to date!

4. Ariana Grande: She’s so into you! Pop princess, Ariana
Grande, may sing about how she has one less problem without
you. However; after a couple of celebrity relationships she is
single now and ready to start something new. After all; she is
a ‘Dangerous Woman!’ We can’t wait to hear new songs from this
songstress as her dating life evolves!

5. Jake Gyllenhaal: This cute actor is always seen on the
streets of New York City and has made countless amazing films.
It’s definitely in the family, as his sister Maggie Gyllenhaal
is also a popular actress. Nobody has heard of him really
officially dating since his romance with Taylor Swift back in
2011. We’re sure he would be a great date!

Un-dateable:

1. Diane Keaton: This famous actress is an icon. Although she
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has been in some celebrity relationships, she has stated that
dating is probably out of the picture right now. She has also
said that she believes the old maid is a myth, and she’s happy
even  without  marriage.  It’s  true  that  you  make  your  own
happiness and have to choose what is best for you!

2.  Mindy  Kaling:  This  comedian  has  been  keeping  us  all
entertained with her show The Mindy Project. In addition, her
books are hilarious, too. She is busy with her career and has
stated publicly that she doesn’t have time to date. In fact,
she jokes about her love life. A good sense of humor is key!

Related Link: 7 Most Hyped Celebrity Weddings of the Last
Decade

3. Hugh Grant: Notable actor Hugh Grant is no stranger when it
comes to celebrity relationships. One of his most famous was
with fellow Brit, Elizabeth Hurley. Although their love story
ended, he’s the Godfather to her son. In addition, he’s a
father, but isn’t looking to marry right now. He starred in
the movie Nine Months back in the 90’s, and his character
didn’t  want  marriage  and  children  either  until  his  views
changed toward the end of the movie. Maybe this will happen to
the actor, too! Life imitates art.

4.  Kourtney  Kardashian:  Member  of  the  Kardashian  Klan,
Kourtney Kardashian, is a proud mother. However; she chose to
never marry her longtime partner Scott Disick, the father of
her children. She is like many women who choose to focus on
family and not so much marriage. It’s not that she doesn’t
like it, she just prefers to not put a title on anything right
now.

5. Chelsea Handler: Comedian Chelsea Handler is not married,
and she’s happy about that. She once stated that when she was
a little kid, her dad told her that she was not the “marrying
kind” and she says she thought it was a “huge compliment.”

Who are your favorite dateable and un-dateable celebrities?
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Comment below!

Chick Flick ‘Aloha’ Features
Bradley Cooper as a Lone Wolf

By Courtney Omernick

Defense worker Bradley Cooper returns to one of his former
jobs in Hawaii to team up with pilot Emma Stone in order to
stop  a  satellite  launch.  While  working  in  Hawaii,  he
encounters  his  ex-girlfriend,  Rachel  McAdams,  and  has  to
choose between pursuing a relationship and love life with
Rachel or seeing what the future holds with Emma.
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Cupid  has  all  your  chick  flick-
inspired dating advice!

Should you see it:

This relationship movie is a chick flick that covers some
tough decisions surrounding relationships and love. If you’ve
ever been caught between returning to your past or moving
forward, then you’ll understand the dynamics of this film.
This movie also features John Krasinski, Bill Murray, Bradley
Cooper, Alec Baldwin, Emma Stone, and Rachel McAdams.

Who to take:

This  film  would  be  great  to  see  with  your  friends  or
significant  other.
How  do  you  know  if  it’s  the  right  decision  to  get  back
together with your ex?

Cupid’s Advice:

Breaking away from your past and what’s comfortable can be
hard for anyone. But, what if you have that longing for it,
and it just won’t go away? Getting back together with an ex
can be tricky. You’ve both invested a lot of time to the
relationship in the past, do you really want to start again?
You may find some great dating advice below!

1. You know how to create a successful relationship: Sure,
things didn’t work out in the past, but, that doesn’t mean
that you can’t try and create a better future. If you know
what’s most important this time around, and you are you former
partner are ready to have a serious talk as to how you can
improve your relationship, you might have a shot at getting
back together.

Related Link: Kris Jenner Says She and Celebrity Ex Bruce
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Jenner Were ‘A Match Made in Heaven’

2. You miss the person, not the relationship: It’s one thing
to miss the person, it’s another to miss the relationship. You
can create a great relationship with anyone if the two of you
work at it, but, the right person has to be a part of the
equation. If you’re missing the actual person’s personality,
etc., you may want to consider giving your relationship a
second chance.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes Andi Dorfman and Josh Murray
Flaunt their Search for Love Online

3. Your ability to handle uncertainty: It could work out, and
then again, it couldn’t. You must be willing to live with that
uncertainty  and  work  on  the  task  at  hand:  preserving  the
relationship. If you work on the present, the future will take
care of itself.

Have you gotten back together with your ex? Was it the right
decision? Comment below!

New Celebrity Couple? Rumors
Swirl as Jake Gyllenhaal and
Rachel  McAdams  Were  Spotted
Having a Cozy Dinner
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By Maggie Manfredi

There’s a new rumored celebrity romance in town! According to
People.com,  Jake Gyllenhaal and Rachel McAdams were seen
having an intimate dinner for two in Los Angeles on Sunday
night. The rumored celebrity couple appeared to have a good
time  together  at  Odys  +  Penelope  Brazilian  Restaurant,
laughing together and smiling at one another. A source shared
that the two actors were just catching up, and this isn’t the
first time rumors have flown and about Jake and Rachel being a
celebrity couple. The pair worked together in Southpaw set to
release in July.

We’re always on the lookout for a
new celebrity couple. What are some
ways  to  keep  nosy  people  out  of
your relationship business?

Cupid’s Advice: 

http://www.people.com/article/jake-gyllenhaal-rachel-mcadams-enjoy-cozy-dinner-los-angeles


Cupid gets that dating can sometimes get complicated with
friends, loved ones and even the public. Cupid has some tips
on how to keep your dating life private:

1. Say “no” to social media: If you are trying to keep away
the nosy folk try not to give them too much detail. That would
mean staying off all social media when you are on a date or
with your potential significant other.

Related Link: Rachel McAdams With New Beau Michael Sheen? 

2. Deny rumors right away: If rumors spring up out of the blue
and they are not true, then scrap them quickly yourself. By
denying them instead of being coy, people will be less likely
to snoop around your dating situation.

Related Link: Are Taylor Swift and Jake Gyllenhaal a Couple? 

3. Just have fun: If people are getting in your business or
making up rumors, it means that you are giving them something
to talk about! If your behavior isn’t destructive or negative,
just enjoy yourself. Dating is meant to be fun and people are
always going to pry so don’t let it get you down.

Do you think  Jake Gyllenhaal and Rachel McAdams would make a
good couple? Share your thoughts below! 

10  On-Screen  to  Off-Screen
Romances
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Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum

Since their fairytale began on the set of 'Step Up' in 2006,



the couple has given everyone hope for a chance of true love.
The way the dance together and act together is enough to make
your heart melt. The gorgeous pair is now happily married with
a beautiful daughter named Everly. Photo: Andrew Evans / PR
Photos

Rumor: Jake Gyllenhaal Dating
Rachel McAdams

By Laura Seaman

Rumor has it that Jake Gyllenhaal dating Rachel McAdams. They
have been spotted together once again as they left the Miguel
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Cotto vs. Sergio Martinez fight on June 9. Rumors have been
flying about whether or not these outings means that they are
actually dating, but sources tell UsMagazine.com that the two
are just friends, and that the reason they’re spending so much
time together is to prepare for their upcoming movie Southpaw.
Not only that, but McAdams is still with Patrick Sambrook, the
couple showing some PDA back in May.

How do you know if you should risk your friendship for love?

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s a situation that has plagued almost everyone at some
point, like Jake Gyllenhaal : Should you turn your friendship
into a relationship? This often leads to people being ‘friend-
zoned’ and told that the risk isn’t worth it, or that they
can’t be anything more than a friend because the person “just
doesn’t  see  them  that  way”.  With  all  of  this  in  mind,
sometimes it’s worth the risk of asking your friend to be more
than your friend.

1. Figure out your feelings. Make sure that you truly want to
start dating this person, not because you just got out of a
breakup or you suddenly find them attractive, but because you
truly care about them more than the normal friend would. If
you’re risking your friendship, you need to be sure that it’s
for something you really want.

Related: Five Ways To Get His Undivided Attention

2. Read the signs. As strong as your feelings might be, they
won’t get you very far if your friend doesn’t return them.
Look for phrases such as “you’re like a brother/sister to me,”
or conversations about other people they’re interested in. If
your  friend  comes  to  you  on  dating  advice  about  other
men/women, they probably haven’t considered dating you.

Related:  How  to  Prevent  Yourself  from  Rushing  into  a
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Relationship

3.  Make  sure  they’re  ready  for  a  relationship.  Timing  is
important, and as a friend you should know better than anyone
how  they’re  feeling  about  love.  If  your  friend  just  got
dumped, or is in a stage of their life where they’re just
enjoying being single, it’s probably not the best time to
confess your feelings. You need to be there as a friend, so
don’t be selfish! Wait until they’re ready.

Have you ever dated a friend? How did it work out? Let us know
in the comments!

Michael Sheen Moves On from
Rachel  McAdams  with  Carrie
Keagan
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By Gabriela Robles

According to UsMagazine.com, Michael Sheen can be seen with
his new girlfriend Carrie Keagan. Last February, Sheen and his
Midnight in Paris costar Rachel McAdams ended their almost-two
year relationship. A source has revealed, “They have know each
other for a really long time — but have been spending more
time together recently.”

How do you know when you’re ready to move on after a breakup?

Cupid’s Advice:

People tend to move on too quickly after they break things off
with their ex. Some jump into relationships to feel better
about how things ended. Doing this isn’t healthy and in fact,
it doesn’t make you feel better at all.  So how do you know
when you’re really ready to move on? Well, Cupid has some
ideas:

1.  When  you  stop  thinking  about  them:  If  you’ve  stopped
thinking about your ex completely, you’re ready. That may
sound obvious, but most people let their exes linger in their

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/michael-sheen-masters-of-sex-star-dating-carrie-keagan-2013310


minds.  Don’t  do  that.  Wait  till  you  move  on  internally
completely. Only then should you move on externally.

2. The new person you want to date isn’t only a distraction:
You want to make sure your next partner is not only there to
distract you from your old feelings. He should be your date
because you genuinely like to spend time with him. If you jump
into a relationship with someone and you aren’t over your ex,
you will only end up hurting your new boo as well as yourself.

3. You feel better about everything: When things start to
appear sunny and every step you take is like a breath of fresh
air,  that’s  when  you’ve  moved  on.  You  feel  good  about
yourself, your ex, and are looking forward to your future and
the things that you hold in front of you. This is essential to
being ready to move on.

How did you know when you were ready to move on after a
breakup? Share with us in the comments below.

Celebrity  Couples  Where
Opposites Attracted
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By Meghan Fitzgerald

It’s true – opposites do attract, but it’s odd for outsiders
to look in at these partners because it seems so…strange.
Although it’s unknown for others, the ones involved in these
types of relationships are usually the couples who have it all
together. Opposite attraction is new, exciting and can result
in a strong and healthy relationships. Cupid takes a look at a
few  cases  where  opposites  attracted  in  popular  celebrity
couples:

Related: Famous Women Dating Non-Celebs

Megan Fox and Brian Austin Green:

Once Transformers hit theaters and Megan Fox began to be known
as the hot it girl, Brian Austin Green was just that 90210 guy
who had a kid with Vanessa Marcil. Even though she became one
of the world’s biggest sex symbols, they have still managed to
keep their relationship going strong. In fact, the couple has
been married since 2010 and have a son, Noah Shannon Green,
together.

http://cupidspulse.com/famous-women-dating-non-celebs/


Mariah Carey and Nick Cannon:

Mariah Carey has had quite the extensive dating record, from
her first marriage, to record executive, Mottola, to a Latin
pop singer and briefly to Derek Jeter. The bold and bodacious
singer settled down to a small, lanky rapper, Nick Cannon. The
duo has been married for five years now. They are also parents
to fraternal twins, Monroe Cannon and Moroccan Scott Cannon.

Brody Jenner and Avril Lavigne:

The born Californian Hills star, Brody Jenner didn’t seem to
fit right with punk rocker Avril Lavigne. Although others
thought they wouldn’t mesh, they dated from February 2010
through 2012.

Demi Moore and Ashton Kutcher:

Golden Globe and Emmy nominee Demi Moore found an unlikely
match in That ‘70s Show star Ashton Kutcher.  Despite the 16-
year  age  difference,  the  pair  began  dating  in  2003.  They
married on September 24, 2005, but the happiness didn’t last
for long. Kutcher filed for divorce in December 2012 after a
year  of  separation  and  rumors  of  his  infidelity  hit  the
newsstands.

Hayden Panettiere and Wladimir Klitschko:

The 23-year-old petite blonde known for her breakout role in
Heroes settled down with the 37-year-old, 6’6” heavyweight
boxing  world-champion   Wladimir  Klitschko  from  Ukraine.
Despite the 1’4” height difference, the odd duo make it work
with their relationship.

Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes:

The ex tomboy from Dawson’s Creek was interviewed to be Tom
Cruise’s real life girlfriend after her engagement with Chris
Klein ended. Holmes seems to be the more down- to-earth type
while Cruise stars in super thrillers and actions films.



Lindsay Lohan and Samantha Ronson:

The Mean Girls actress dated DJ Samantha Ronson in 2008 and
2009.  When questioned about her sexuality, Lohan said, “I
don’t want to classify myself.” Since the brief romance the
couple shared together, Lohan has been recently linked to Avi
Snow.

David Cross and Amber Tamblyn:

The  26-year-old  actress  best  known  for  her  parts  in  The
Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants and Joan of Arcadia tied
knots with now-hubby David Cross in 2012. The 43-year-old
comedian has quite the ego boost with dating a woman 19 years
younger than him.

Related: Finding Your True Destiny

Rachel McAdams and Michael Sheen:

The Midnight in Paris co-stars were rumored to be a couple far
before they announced their relationship. Sheen has a past
relationship with Kate Beckinsale. The two have a daughter,
Lily Sheen, together.

Who  are  some  other  celebrity  couples  with  opposite
personalities?  Share  your  thoughts  below.

Michael Sheen Wasn’t Ready to
Settle  Down  with  Rachel
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McAdams

By Jessica Conigliaro

After spending the past two years together, Rachel McAdams and Michael Sheen have

called it quits. The two actors simply want different things for their futures.

According to People, McAdams is ready to settle down and have kids, but Sheen, already

a father to a 14-year old daughter from his relationship with Kate Beckinsale, has no

interest in having any more children. Due to their differences in opinions, they ended

their relationship. Still, there is no bad blood between the exes.

How  can  you  compromise  when  you  and  your  partner  want
different  things  for  the  future?

Cupid’s Advice:

Ever since you were five years old, you pictured yourself
living in a big yellow house with a black lab and three kids.
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However, you recently discovered that your partner is allergic
to dogs and detests the color yellow. So what now? Cupid
offers some advice on ways to compromise with your partner and
keep your relationship going strong.

1. Decide what’s most important: Before even discussing future plans and
ambitions, figure out what you want without anyone else’s input or opinion. If you

decide marriage is most important for you, don’t let anyone stop you from going down

the aisle. Find someone that wants the same things as you do so you have no regrets. 

2. Try new things: We all know that your man’s interests may drastically differ
form your own. If your boyfriend is set on getting a ferret for a pet, try not to

disregard his wish completely. Look into his interests, especially the ones that he’s

most passionate about. He will certainly appreciate it and will (hopefully) return the

gesture when the time comes.

3. Talk it through: If you and your significant other clearly want different
things, deal with the issue right away. Your beau mentions that he wants to move back

to the state his parents live in some day, and of course, you panic. Try explaining to

him why you don’t want to move to a place where you have no friends or family. It may

lead to an argument, but it will help him understand your perspective.

How  do  you  compromise  with  your  partner?  Tell  us  in  the
comments below.

Six Celebrity Couples We Wish
Existed
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By Elle Rose Williams

When surrounded by a celebrity culture and constantly looking
at the world’s most beautiful or talented elite, it’s hard not
to start wishing that two of your favourite celebrities were
dating. No matter how perfect some couples seem, deep in our
hearts we always know they could do better. Whether we think
they’d make a great match or just want to see the children,
here are five celebrity couples we wish existed:

Related Link: Top Five Celebrity Couples Who Have Made Love
Last

1. Lady Gaga and Tim Burton: The quirky duo that is Lady Gaga
and Tim Burton could be the ultimate power couple, with Gaga
ruling the world of music and Burton ruling the world of film.
Their united interest in the bizarre and huge cult followings
could be great starting points. With your own relationship, it
can be a great idea to make sure you have common ground in
this same way.

2. Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams: Although Ryan Gosling and

http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-married-couples-made-love-last/
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Rachel McAdams used to be a couple, they’re now separated.
However, any girl who grew up with the ultimate romantic epic
The Notebook would think these two should be reunited one day.
It can be the same in our own relationships too: when we have
such  a  long  history  with  someone,  it’s  easy  to  picture
ourselves with them.

3. Jennifer Aniston and David Schwimmer: Friends might have
ended eight years ago, but after ten years of portraying the
ups and downs of Ross and Rachel, it’s hard to see Jennifer
Aniston  and  David  Schwimmer  as  anything  else.  Considering
Aniston’s  consistent  bad  luck  in  relationships,  it’d  be
amazing for her and Schwimmer to get together and to finally
see her settled and happy. With our own relationships, we like
to see ourselves with someone who’ll look after us and someone
who will be with us through the rough times and the good times
too, which Ross and Rachel always personified.

Related Link: Love in the Limelight: Why You Should Be Happy
You Aren’t Famous

4. Madonna and Richard Branson: Another important part of
being a couple is balancing your attributes. This would make
Madonna and Richard Branson a fantastic power couple. Plus, it
would be great to see Madonna settled down with a man her own
age. There’s a lot that Madonna could learn from Branson, and
even Branson could benefit from Madonna’s publicity stunts.
They’d be a good balancing act for each other, and this is
always a good way to seek out a potential partner.

5. Charlie Chaplin and Gwen Stefani: How amazing would it be
if Charlie Chaplin and Gwen Stefani were a couple? Sure, the
two are actually decades apart , but their quirkiness and
originality would make these two a brilliant celeb couple. We
have a feeling their sense of humor would gel too. In your own
relationship, humor is hugely important. As long as you can
laugh together, the bad things will never seem as bad.
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6. Audrey Hepburn and Colin Farrell: Audrey Hepburn and Colin
Farrell are another couple that would be impossible, but still
would  be  brilliant.  We’d  love  to  see  the  dynamic,  cheeky
Irishman be tamed by the ultimate lady of class and elegance.
They’d be so different that they could actually be the perfect
match. This can apply to real couples too, so look for someone
who wants you to be the very best version of yourself.

Elle works for CS Bedford, an engagement jeweller in London.

Chat Live With “The Vow” Star
Channing  Tatum  This  Friday,
May 11th
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Girls,  you  don’t  have  to  pinch  yourself.  If  your  dreams
involve heartthrob movie stars, you may get to at least skim
the  surface  in  the  near  future.  Sony  Pictures  Home
Entertainment and Constellation has teamed up to promote the
release of the box office hit, “The Vow,” by bringing the
star, actor Channing Tatum, together with his fans for a once-
in-a-lifetime event. This Friday, May 11th, at 6pm EST, the
multi-talented award-winning actor, dancer, former model, and
producer  is  answering  questions  from  fans  live  on
Constellations interactive site, which will be followed by 10
minutes of exclusive footage. To register for the free event
go to http://www.constellation.tv/event/thevow. Sign up fast
so you don’t miss your chance to talk to Channing Tatum!

St. Patrick’s Day: 10 of the
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Most  Desirable  Irish
Celebrities

By Matthew Dougherty

St. Patrick’s Day is right around the corner!  With so many
celebrities from Ireland or with Irish descent, now is the
perfect time to decide who would be the best match for you. 
With a little Irish luck, anything can happen.  Here are our
picks for the best Irish actors and actresses to hit the bars
with on Saturday — after a romantic dinner, of course:

Top 5 Irish Actors To Romance

5.  Cillian Murphy:  Cillian Murphy was born in Douglas, a
suburb of Cork, Ireland.  The actor has appeared in many
films,  but  perhaps  he  was  most  desirable  in  the  opening
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moments of Red Eye, where he played the perfect potential
boyfriend to Rachel McAdams’ character.  That is, until he
turned out to be a homicidal lunatic.  Murphy has a laid-back,
cool persona and would likely make a charming date.

4.  Jonathan Rhys Meyers:  This television actor, who was born
in Dublin, Ireland, has a reputation for partying and would be
a great person to hit the clubs with on St. Patty’s Day.  His
piercing blue eyes also make him almost impossible to resist.

Related: 10 Ways to Meet Someone on St. Patrick’s Day

3.  Pierce Brosnan:  Okay, so he’s married, but our list
wouldn’t be complete without James Bond.  Plus, there’s hope
for a movie romance: with every new film comes another Bond
girl.   Brosnan  was  born  and  grew  up  in  Ireland  and  is
practically ageless, both qualities that help him play the
super suave and sexy spy.

2.  Mark Wahlberg:  Marky Mark was born in the most Irish town
in America: Boston, Massachusetts.  Boston is the best place
in the U.S. to celebrate St. Patrick’s Day.  If you are lucky,
maybe Wahlberg will take you to some of his favorite pubs in
the city.

1.  Colin Farrell:  No actor flaunts his Irish heritage as
much as Colin Farrell.  Born in Dublin, Ireland, Farrell is
known for being one of Hollywood’s bad boys.  But that does
not take away from the fact that he would be a great date.
 Plus, he does has a soft side. Farrell has said that what
inspired  him  to  become  an  actor  was  watching  E.T.,  which
brought him to tears. Need we say more?

Top 5 Irish Actresses To Romance

5.  Jennifer Connelly:  Jennifer Connelly is of Irish descent,
thanks to her father. You can very easily see it in her face.
 Do you know what you cannot see in her face? Her age.
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Jennifer Connelly is 41 years old and does not look a day over
30.  She is a beauty queen and easily one of the sexiest women
on the planet.

Related: Why Amazing, Confident Women Remain Single

4.   Olivia  Wilde:   This  rising  star  has  citizenship  in
Ireland.  Coming off of some major television and movie roles,
Wilde is becoming one of the hottest names in Hollywood.  If
she is anything like some of the characters she plays, she is
kind-hearted and absolutely loveable but with a bit of an
attitude as well.

3.  Rooney Mara:  She may have played a Swedish hacker in last
winter’s The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo, but Mara comes from
an extremely Irish family.  Her great uncle was, at one time,
the United States Ambassador to Ireland.  Mara is very shy and
modest in interviews.  This makes her one of the cutest and
most humble people in the business. Oh, and she is absolutely
gorgeous.

2.  Zooey Deschanel:  Who can resist Zooey Deschanel?  The New
Girl and (500) Days of Summer star has a glowing personality
but manages to be more down to Earth than a lot of other
actresses.  She would be an entertaining date because she
knows how to laugh at herself — and how to make you laugh,
too.  A combination of her bubbly personality and beautiful,
big blue eyes will make her very difficult to ignore.

1.  Anne Hathaway:  Hathaway is of mostly Irish ancestry,
which is pretty obvious when you look at her.  Based on
interviews and what many in the inner circle of Hollywood have
said,  Anne  is  one  of  the  sweetest,  nicest  people  in  the
business.  Last summer, she starred in the romantic film One
Day, leaving many of her fans wanting to spend more than just
one day with her. This summer, however, she will take on a
much darker role as the new Catwoman in the next Batman movie,
The Dark Knight Rises.  Hathaway is great as any character,
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but who can pass up dating Catwoman?

Do you like our picks? Any other Irish celebrities you would
rather date? Sound off below!

Check  Out  ‘The  Vow’  This
Valentine’s Day

By Matthew Dougherty

With Valentine’s Day coming up, this movie is sure to be a
hit.  Rachel McAdams and Channing Tatum star was Paige and
Leo, a happily married couple whose lives could change forever
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after a fateful car accident leaves Paige without the memories
of their entire relationship.  To make matters worse, Paige
believes she is still engaged to her ex, who likes the idea of
having her back.  Leo must make her fall in love with him all
over again.

Should You See It? Don’t expect quality cinema here, but it
should be a fun way to spend a night at the movies.

Who To Take: Take your mother to this one, or maybe your best
friend — someone you know will enjoy the movie as much as you
will and enjoy spending time with you.  This is probably a bit
too sappy to bring a boyfriend to, especially since the same
weekend a Star Wars movie is getting re-released in 3D.

Don’t want a forgettable relationship?  Here are some tips to
make memories that neither of you will ever forget.

Cupid’s Advice:

In The Vow, all of Paige and Leo’s great memories are gone,
but Leo is willing to relive them to get her back.  In the
unlikely  chance  that  this  happens  to  you,  you  want  your
boyfriend or husband to do the same thing!  Here are some ways
to create memories you will want to revisit all the time.

1. Do something different. Typical dates are a lot of fun but
there are only so many times you can do dinner and a movie. 
To mix things up go to an amusement park or take a day trip to
somewhere neither of you have been before.

2. Keep it simple. Not every date has to be an extravagant
affair.  Some of the best memories can be made by doing
something you would never think of doing.  Stuff like stopping
by the local toy store or going to the beach at night are
simple, yet different enough to stand out when you think back
on them.



3. Chemistry. Memories can be made simply by having great
chemistry with your partner.  This is where inside jokes come
from that you could be joking about in your twilight years.
The memories you are making will only be worth it if you have
good chemistry.

What  are  some  of  your  greatest  date  memories?  Share  your
experiences below.

5  of  the  Sweetest  Movie
Moments

By Tanni Deb
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Whether we admit it or not, we all enjoy a good love story —
the ones that make our hearts beat, our pulses race, and the
tears flow. We love getting caught up in the magical moments
and gushing over romantic scenes. You probably have your own
top Sweetest Movie Moments, but join us as we count down some
of ours:

5. A Walk to Remember: If you’re a hopeless romantic, this
movie and its leading characters, Landon Carter (Shane West)
and Jamie Sullivan (Mandy Moore), will leave you sobbing at
the end.  After a dangerous dare goes badly wrong, rebellious
Landon is made to do community service, where he seeks help
from bookish and religious Jamie — the girl he eventually
learns to love.  When he discovers the secret she’s been
carrying for two years, he plans a date at night to star gaze.
He asks her to search for a specific star, and when she
questions him about it, he says he had it named after her. 
The scene is sealed with a kiss.

4. 50 First Dates: When Henry Roth (Adam Sandler) meets Lucy
Whitmore (Drew Barrymore) in a café, they decide to meet again
the following day.  However, when Henry returns, Lucy doesn’t
have a memory of him, or their previous meeting.  When he’s
told that since the day she got into a car accident she’s been
unable to retain new information, he devises new ways to meet
her every day, hoping that one day she’ll remember him and
will return his feelings. The sweetest — and most powerful —
scene in the film comes when Henry discovers that Lucy has
been singing, and she might remember who he is. He runs to the
hospital and asks her if she recognizes him.  She says “no,”
but explains that she has been dreaming of him every day. When
she leads him into her studio, it is filled with paintings she
drew of him!  Believing that this is proof of their love, they
reunite.



3. You’ve Got Mail: If you think you can’t find love online,
then this is the movie to watch.  Joe Fox (Tom Hanks) and
Kathleen  Kelly  (Meg  Ryan)  are  business  rivals  who  began
writing emails back and forth, without knowing each other’s
identities.  Over time, romantic feelings develop, and Joe
later realizes that the person he’s been writing to the entire
time has been Kathleen.  At the end, they decide to meet, and
Kathleen is not only shocked, but also excited to know that
her cyber friend was him all along.  She admits that she was
hoping it was him, and the two passionately kiss.

2.  The  Notebook:  This  love  story  is  one  you’ll  watch
repeatedly with a box of Kleenex next to you.  It’s the tale
of small-town boy, Noah Calhoun (Ryan Gosling), who falls in
love with rich and beautiful Allie Hamilton (Rachel McAdams). 
Even after Allie is diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease and
fails to recognize her family, or him, he never leaves her
side.  Instead, he decides to grow old with her in a nursing
home and attempts to bring her memories back.  Sure, this
romantic film has many sweet moments, but perhaps the scene
that makes you realize how much he truly loves her is when,
many years later, his children ask him to leave the rest home
and return home with them.  He says, “Look guys, that’s my
sweetheart in there. I’m not leaving her. This is my home now.
Your  mother  is  my  home.”  Quick,  pass  me  one  of  those
Kleenexes.

1. The Wedding Singer: This is another romantic comedy film,
once  again  teaming  Adam  Sandler  and  Drew  Barrymore
together,  who  always  manage  to  create  some  of  the  most
romantic movie scenes. In this film, Sandler is a wedding
singer who falls in love with Barrymore — a waitress.  When he
discovers that her fiancé is cheating on her and doesn’t plan
on stopping after marriage, he attempts to pursue her. There
are plenty of sweet moments in this movie, but the one that
will make your heart melt is at the end, when Sandler sings a
song for Barrymore on an airplane. Who wouldn’t fall for a man
like that?



If one of your favorite sweetest movie moments didn’t make it
onto our list, let us know in a comment below!  In the
meantime, make sure to check out the movies mentioned above
and let us know what you thought about them.

Ryan  Gosling  Talks  Up  Past
Girlfriends

Ryan Gosling’s nostalgia is keeping him off the dating market,
reports Hollyscoop.  The Drive actor revealed in an interview
that  he  is  not  currently  dating,  despite  many  rumors.  
“There’s interest, but I’m in a committed relationship with
film,” said Gosling.  “I’m giving as much to it as marriage.” 
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Gosling  also  mentioned  his  previous  girlfriends,  Sandra
Bullock and Rachel McAdams, and said they were ” two of the
greatest girlfriends of all time.  I haven’t met anybody who
could top them.”

What are some ways to stay on good terms with your exes?

Cupid’s Advice:

Staying friends with an ex is almost always difficult, but it
doesn’t have to be.  Here are a few tips to help you befriend
your ex:

1. Remember your breakup: If the two of you had a messy
breakup, then maintaining a friendship will be difficult. 
It’s still possible to be friends, but keep your breakup in
mind when you try to reach out to them.

2. Contact them: Even if the two of you don’t hang out or call
each other on a weekly basis, send your ex a quick email every
now and then asking after their health and well-being.

3. Rely on mutual friends: Transitioning from a relationship
to a friendship can be very awkward.  Rely on your mutual
friends to ease the transition.  Hanging out in large groups
can  give  you  a  chance  to  chat  with  your  ex  without  the
conversation going sour.

Are you friends with your ex?  Feel free to share your story
in a comment below.



The  5  Best  Steamy  Movie
Kisses

By Tanni Deb

From the spaghetti dinner kiss between Lady and the Tramp to
John and Savannah’s passionate liplock in Dear John, Hollywood
love scenes never fail to make our hearts race.  Although
there  are  plenty  of  romantic  movie  kisses  that  are  list-
worthy, here are our five favorite onscreen smooches ever:

1. Titanic: James Cameron made us laugh, cry and fall in love
with  leading  characters  Jack  (Leonardo  DiCaprio)  and  Rose
(Kate Winslet) in his most romantic movie to date.  Coming
from different classes, Jack, a penniless American who won the
tickets in a poker game, and Rose, the uptight daughter of an
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English aristocrat, fell in love and sealed their first kiss
on the bow of the movie’s namesake.

2. The Notebook: This love story is another tale of love that
knows no boundaries, with country boy Noah (Ryan Gosling) and
southern socialite Allie (Rachel McAdams) finding themselves
in a heated summer romance.  After seven long years of no
communication, the two find themselves passionately kissing in
the rain.  This long awaited kiss, filled with both unrequited
love and ashes of a teenage angst, is fit for anyone’s teen
dream.

3. Pride and Prejudice: Although Elizabeth (Keira Knightley)
and Mr. Darcy (Matthew Macfadyen) had nothing but distaste for
each other when they first met, sparks flew when they fell in
love.  After taking a stroll at dawn on a field, Mr. Darcy
expresses his undying love for Elizabeth.  Since the two went
from resenting one another to finally holding hands, their
kiss at the end of the movie was gladly accepted by the
audience, who has come to know this classic Jane Austen movie
quite well.

4. Spider-Man: Who would have thought that watching a man
wearing  a  spandex  hanging  upside  down  in  the  rain  while
kissing his heart’s desire could be romantic?  Since he’s a
superhero,  anything’s  possible!   The  smooch  between  Tobey
Maguire’s  alter  ego  and  Kirsten  Dunst’s  Mary  Jane  was  so
amazing that they were awarded the best screen kiss by MTV in
2003.

5. Breakfast at Tiffany’s: Locking lips in the rain must make
for a great kiss, since this is the third smooch on our list
that occurred during a shower!  When Paul (George Peppard)
leaves Holly (Audrey Hepburn) in the car after wondering how
and why people fall in love and belong to one another, she
runs after him.  As rain pours down, their lip lock expresses
the love they have for each other – and sort of answers Paul’s
question!  The Sun reported that the 1961 film was voted



cinema’s best snog in 2004 by a poll of 4,000 movie fans for
Valentine’s Day.

Which of these movie kisses is your favorite?  Share with us
in a comment below!

Rachel  McAdams  and  Michael
Sheen  Hit  the  Red  Carpet
Together

Expect to see more photos from this celebrity couple.  Rachel
McAdams, star of The Notebook, was seen on the red carpet with
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Tron‘s Michael Sheen Wednesday at the Cannes International
Film Festival, according to UsMagazine.com. The two stars of
Midnight in Paris became a couple last year and were spotted
making out at the Toronto Film Festival in September.  Despite
her broken engagement with Ryan Gosling in 2007, the 32-year-
old actress said she hasn’t given up on true love yet.  “My
parents are together and still in love.  I’m very blessed that
way,” she said in ELLE‘s June issue.  “I had a great example
of love in front of me, and that’s probably what makes me such
a romantic, because I’ve seen it firsthand.”

What are some appropriate ways to introduce your partner to
your co-workers?

Cupid’s Advice:

We’d all love to show off our lover on the red carpet, like
Sheen and McAdams; however, there are some fairly simple to
find an appropriate way to introduce your significant other to
co-workers. Cupid has a few examples:

1. Let’s do lunch: If you go out to lunch with some coworkers,
maybe your partner could meet up with you and join your lunch
group.  It’s a casual and natural way to go about it.

2. Spice up the work party: Not only is bringing along your
significant other going to help entertain you at boring work
parties, but he or she will able to meet all of your coworkers
that you talk to/complain about.

3. Delivery services: You may have forgotten something from
home and your partner might just be able to swing by your
office and hand it to you, while saying ‘hello’ to all of your
coworkers.

Know of any other ways to introduce your partner to your
coworkers? Leave a comment below.

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebritynews/news/pic-rachel-mcadams-michael-sheen-hit-first-joint-red-carpet-2011115


Morning  Glory  with  Rachel
McAdams

From the screenwriter of The Devil Wears Prada comes this
November’s Morning Glory, which is sure to be a hit.  Packed
with a star-studded cast, TV hotshot Becky (Rachel McAdams)
plays a role we can all relate to at some point in our lives.
 Struggling with her career and her love life, nothing can
ever go as planned.  And when one area of her life is up, the
other is down.  Finally, Becky lands the role of a daily
morning show producer, and she gives it her all to bring the
last place show up front.  She manages to grab a legendary,
now-retired TV host, Mike (Harrison Ford), who doesn’t seem to
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want anything to do with the morning show or his co-anchor,
Colleen (Diane Keaton).  With Becky’s drive and determination,
will she manage to get the show (and her love life) back on
track?

How can you incorporate more personal time with your beau when
faced with a demanding career?

 

Cupid’s Advice:

Trying to figure out that perfect balance between love and
work can be frustrating.  If you spend too much time with one,
the other gets annoyed.  Although both prospects are vital,
it’s equally important to set some rules and boundaries for
maintaining a healthy relationship:

1. Make rules: If you’re able to leave work at the office
early, do it.  Make it clear that when you’re home for the
night, your partner has your undivided attention.  Work is
work, and home is home.

2. Compromise: If you have a job that requires extra work
outside of the office, set time limits for when that work can
be done.  Tell yourself that you’ll devote an allotted amount
of time to work, and then the rest of the time is yours to do
as you please.

3. Hold the phone: Make a rule about taking work calls at
home; when it’s acceptable to take them and when it’s not.
 Nobody enjoys a work call during dinner and much less during
foreplay!

Release Date: November 10

 



Rachel McAdams With New Beau
Michael Sheen?

Actress Rachel McAdams has recently been spotted with Midnight
in Paris co-star Michael Sheen, according to People.  The
actress, who just finished work on the film clearly left an
impression on her costar!  “All my scenes were with Rachel,”
said Sheen.  “Yeah, we had a great time in Paris.  She’s a
genuinely lovely lady as well as being stunningly beautiful
and very talented so, you know, she’s got it all going on
there.”  The pair were spotted together at an after-party at
the Toronto Film Festival, and were again seen later on in the
evening holding hands as they walked around Toronto (McAdams’s
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home town).When should you take your relationship public?

Cupid’s Advice:

You have a new boyfriend, and things are going great.  You are
pressured to tell your friends and family, and feelings of
insecurity and worry start to surface.  Deciding when to make
your relationship public can be difficult.  Cupid has a few
tips to help you take the next big step:

1. Analyze potential: Before telling your friends and family,
make sure to analyze the relationship.  Be brutally honest
with yourself.  Do you see the relationship going anywhere? 
It’s fine if you’re happy with a fling, but your parents might
not be so thrilled.

2. Get approval: Before announcing your love to the world, try
asking a handful of friends what they think.  A true friend
will point out things that aren’t obvious to you.  But if your
friends think you make a good couple, then go ahead and tell
the world how you feel.

3. Look at your pasts: If you and your boyfriend both have a
history of dating numerous people with little down time in
between relationships, then take it slow.  You don’t want
people to get the wrong idea.  Start the relationship off on
the right foot, with all of your friends and family taking the
relationship as seriously as you are.

 


